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The Critical Decision Method (CDM) is a structured interview method for eliciting expert knowledge. The
method was employed in a study of computer programmers who are expert at debugging complex computer
systems. The role of the CDM in that study is described and the method is critiqued.

Introduction

Developers of artificial intelligence systems commonl; use interviewing techniques to study expert
performance. Training developers conduct interviews to develop course content material, though this is done too
rarely in general, and too rarely involves experts in particular. In artificial intelligence (AI), the resulting products
have often proved limited in scope and fragile in character (i.e., they recover poorly, if at all, from trivial errors).
Though evaluated less-often and less-publicly, educational products may have similar failings.

These failings are in part due to the ways that researchers use interviews to elicit expert knowledge.
LaFrance (1989) has proposed three reasons that interview-based projects often fail. Interviewers may:

Artificially restrict the breadth of the knowledge domain under investigation.

* Fail to grasp the complexity of experts' goals.

* rail to identify the wide range of facts and knowledge structures critical to expert performance.

The interviewing methods employed in Al and educational development projects are of two types:
unstructured and structured.

An extreme example of the unstructured approach is the autobiographical interview (Langness and
Frank, 1981), in which the interviewer simply asks the subject to describe some event or period in detail. Such
interviews are unstructured in that the interviewer's choice of follow-up questions is largely ad hoc, lacking
theoretical foundation. These methods can elicit rich descriptions of the social and physical environments in
which problems are solved and of the skills and knowledge brought to bear upon them.

However, unstructured interviews can incur exorbitant costs for sampling across sites, sampling across
subjects, and data analysis. Unstructured methods tend to elicit highly compiled (Anderson, 1985) descriptions of
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skills, knowledge of whose components may be critical to an audience of students (or AI programmers). Finally,
interview probes may vary in each interview, so intaactions between questions and subjects or questions and
subject matter are constant threats to validity.

A less radical variety of unstructured interview is the think-aloud protocol (Eriesson and Simon, 1980). It
is a concurrent, or on-line method in which the subject is asked to bpeak while working on some experimental
task, typically in a laboratory. In their review of interview-based research. Ericsson and Simon found that
instances of unreliable or invalid data in studies employing think-aloud protocols could be explained by
demonstrating that the information requested was not in working memory during the problem-solving episode.
Thus, think-aloud protocols concerning subjects' concurrent experiences are assumed to produce data of high
validity and reliability. However, the laboratory settings common to think-aloud studies artificially constrain the
definition of problems and the resources with which they are solved. (Notably, laboratory tasks often restrict such
resources as time, job-aids, and human advice). As Rogoff (1984) has noted, this is unrealistic insofar as
real-world problems arise in situ and are constraLicd by broader, real-world contexts.

Structured interviews resolve some of these problems. The "flexible" interview (Ginsburg, 1987, 1983) is a
refin.ment of the Piagetian clinical intervie.v. Used for diagnosing children's mathematics skills, the method
involves presenting a subject with a problem, asking the child to talk while solving it, and then probing for details
of method with a limited range of open-ended questions such as:

* "How did you decide 12 plus 9 make 21?"

* "What did you do to get that answer?"

* "How wc....ld you teach someone to solve taat problem?"

The interviewer then presents problems which test the range and consistency of application of the
subject's reported method.

The flexible interview elicits a detailed description of the processes of problem solving. However, it is
efficient only in domains where correct answers are known and solution methods are cataloged (such as
elementary mathematics).

The method explored in this paper is the Critical Decision Method (CDM), a variant on the Critical
Incident Technique (CITXFIanagan, 1954). The CDM was created to identify strategies used to make rapid
decisions involving high stakes (Klein, Calderwood, and Clinton-Ciroccco, 1986) for training and training needs
assessment (Klein, Calderwood, and MacGregor, 1988). Subjects are asked to describe an experience in which
their expertise made a difference. The CDM interviewer employs a small F.et of probes, or questions (described
below) to elaborate the story. The probes help to identify envitonmentes cues the expert employs in recognitional
decision-making (Klein, 1989), the actions the expert takes, the option', the expert considers, and the expert's
criteria for choosing among those alternatives. The method has been applied to industrial studies of critical int-eit
care, fire-fighting, military action, and consumer-product purchasing decisions.

There is some overlap between the CDM and unstructured methods. For instance, Langiess and Frank
(1981) note that autobiographical interviews tend to elicit critical incidents.

"Exceptional experiences...are detailed... And, presumably, these are events that strongly affected the
author's sense of self because, as one critic suggests, the author of an autobiography would have no
reason to wiite one unless some son of inner transformation had occurred." pg. 89.

Langness herself has used a method similar to the CDM, called event analysis (Langness and Frank,
1981) to examine incidents that facilitate or hinder "normal" life style for the mildly retarded. Like the CDM,
event analysis examines incidents in detail, but it elicits stories across a lifetime (rather than within recent months
or years), and involves interviews with all available participants.
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The remainder of this paper will describe the WM as it was applic I to a study of how expert
programmes debug massive computer sy..tems. Various authors have Med the failure of psychological research
to address the central complexities of computer program debugging. Brooks (1980) observes that code used as
experimental material is unrealistically brief. Shell (1981) states that the laboratory setting biases subjonis' use of
tools and selection of goals. (In fact it often dictates goal selection and promotes contaminating ancillary goals,
suJi as pleasing the experimenter). Pennington (1982) has asserted that this research contains many contradictory
findings at dubious levels of significance. As Pennington has stated,

'There are no clear, consistent effects for any of the variables [from language features through practices
such as using flow charts and on-line tools). There is more individual difference than experimentally
manipulated variability."

The cunent project attempted to identify some of the complexities that have so far confounded
psychological research into program debugging, and it was designed to gain insight into how experts grapple
with these complexities. The goal of the project was to produce materials for a training program that could boost
the skills of several t`..,usand programmers working for AT&T Bell Laboratories. That goal was met. A course
entitled "How Experts Debug Complex Systems" is currently being taught to well-enrolled classes throughout Bell
Laboratories.

The Expert Debugging Pmject and the CDM

Lazo=

Representative sampling is a common stumbling block in research involving the time ot scarce and costly
experts. It was a primary consideration in this project. A survey of staff programming managers was conducted
across the corporation. The sur,ey indicated wide variability in the information provided at the outset of
debugging assignments, the tools used, and the size of the software products. Accordingly, the CDM interviews
were diversified by rroject site and product size. Interviews were conducted with 15 programmers identified by
their supervisors as "experts." The researchers provided three criterk by which supervisors assessed expertise:

Programmers to whom the supervisors gave complex problems;

* Programmers to whom they referred other programmers; and

Programmers who debug systems more efficiently.

Two programmers identified by supervisors as non-experts were also interviewed. One expert was
interviewed on two occasions (concerning the same cases). The remainder were interviewed once. All interviews
lasted three to four hours, in which time each expert told two or three stories. The research team was blind to the
expertise level of most of the subjects during the interviews. However, expertise was self-evident. The
researchers were able to independently assess the expertise of all subjects with high accuracy in an informal poll.

Interview Methodoloiry

At the beginning of each the CAM interview, the principal interviewer introduced himself and one to
three other researchers attending the session. All of the researchers were cognitive psychologists, two had
programming experience. They recorded interviews on videotape and took notes on computer. Those with
programming experience acted 35 technical translators for the principal interviewer and methodology expert,
when necessary. The interviewer told each subject the purpose of the study, that a supervisor had recommended
him or her as a source, and that the content of the interview was confidential.

The interviewer then asked the expert to recall and describe a debugging incident in which his or her
skill was particularly important. Each story was told four times.
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In the first recitation, the expert briefly told the debugging story, with little or no interruption. This
typically toe., five to ten minutes.

In the second iteration, the interviewer presented the story in the form of a dateline on a whiteboard.
The interviewer and subject jointly edited it. The timeline listed environmental stimuli (e.g., 'The system
erroneously reported lack of memory"), the subject's associated actions (e.g., "I examined the system's memory
allocation scheme"), and the timeframe of each action.

In the thini instance, the interviewer employed a set of probes to identify decision points, options and
decision criteria. The interviewer elaborated the timeline accordingly. The following is a list of the questions
used, though the interviewer varied their selection, wording, and sequence of probes:

* What did you know at this time?

What options did you consider?

* Why did you choose this option?

' What experiences or training were needed?

* Was anyone else involved? What did they do?

What materials or tools did you use? How did you use them?

In the fourth recitation of the story, experts identified potential pitfalls. This information highlighted
critical decision points, options, and decision criteria. A variety of questions facilitated this process, among them
several recommended by LaFrance (1988). The interviewer elicited detailed descriptions of problem characteristics
by asking naive questions or by positing the question, "What if I had been handed the problem at this stage,
unskilled as I am in this field?" Challenging expert reports was occasionally productive. Using this strategy, the
interviewer played devil's advocate or sought exceptions to the generalizations experts made. The interviewer
also appealed to the experts' experience as mentors with probes such as "How might a less-experienced person
have erred here?"

A fifth type of recitation phase is under development. It is designed to produce videotapes of expert
stories for classroom use. Tapes of previous recitations tend to he unsatisfactory for several masons. The first
recitation is often incomplete, the second iteration is dominated by an interviewer, the third is too lengthy, and
the fourth conveys only partial and speculative accounts. Furthermore, the latter few recitations tend to employ
dense terms whose meaning the expert and interviewer have refined throughout the interview. This phenomenon
is widely recognized in the social psychology literature (Isaacs, E.A., and Clark. H.H., 1987; Krauss, R.M., 1987;
Kraut, R.E., Lewis, S.H., and Swezey, L., 1982). In the proposed fifth iteration, the interviewer and subject discuss
the language appropriate to the classroom audience and rehearse the explanation of key incirients if necessary.
The interviewer then uses the timeline as a score with which to "conduct" the expert in a final recitation.

Analysis

In the analysis phase, the research team reviewed videotapes, transcripts, timelines, and personal notes to
identify expert decision-making patterns and the resources experts employ to deLiug systems.

Several decision-making strategies were identified, each of which is illustrated below:

* Recognitions! decision making Experts often made decisions using perceptual and recognitional cues,
rather rational, analytical processes. This is typical of experts studied in other fields, such as chess
(DeGroot, 1978).
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Backward chaining - Experts' stories indicate that when the expert knows where a system failed, he or
she may search execution paths backward from the failure state to a known "good" state.

Forward chaining - When the point of failure is a mystery or cannot be reproduced, experts typically
reason forward from the system's starting state to all possible states, hoping to find one that produces
the failure symptoms.

* Progressive deepening - Experts conducting forward or backward searches in well-known code
sometimes used the intelligent search strategy called progressive deepening (DeGroot, 1978). Using this
method, the expert uses judgement or recognitional capacities to select actions on a breadth-first bases,
explores them to an arbitrary depth, and continues remrsively. Debugging experts were observed to use
this strategy in backward chaining patterns, as well as the forward-chaining patterns that DeGroot
observed.

Explanation-based decisions - Experts used their experience to sort through the available data and
symptoms to construct a story of how the failure could be occuning. The story identifies the flaw at
some level of specificity, and serves 4.5 a basis for suggesting tests and debugging procedures. These in
turn modify, confirm, or reject the story and provide evidence for a better story. Pennington and Hastie
(1986) have presented the explanation-based decisior. model to account for the behavior of jurors
assessing guilt.

* Simulation - Kahneman and Tversky (1982) have described a process of mental simulatien to imagine
the consequences of course of action. Programmers simulated compilation or machine execution of the
compiled code to test how a suspected error could account for a set of symptoms, as well as to test ar
outcome of a troubleshooting strategy.

Experts typically used several of these strategies on a single debugging assignment. In one such instance,
a programmer used progressive deepening by ranking into three classes (could not, probably would not, or was
likely to have prompted an error message) the functions that called a compkaning function. He started with the
likeliest functions, identified the ancestors of the error-reporting function, ancl proceeded backwards up through
the possible execution paths using backward chaining until he detected the flab,. He Also employed forward
analysis to test one hypothesis with on-line execution-trachig tools, having previoosly employed mental
simulation to anticipate how this might work.

Analysis of decision making in the CDM data can also address rarer trategies. For example,
"elimilation by aspects" (Fversky, 1972) enables the expert to eliminate options that possess some characteristic or
fail to meet tome criterion. "Multiattribute utility analysis" enables the expert to select the option that maximizes
some group of attributes.

The analysis phase revealed resources that experts use in their work and some of the key conditions
under which they use them. In contrast to the reslurces provided tn programming studies, experte in realistic
environments commonly employ doviments (including requirements, specifications, manuals, and the system
code), rim-time debugging tools, and people (including other experts and clients). The researchers focussed on
heuristics that experts apply when using specific resources (e.g., when hunting for suspected timing bugs, be
aware of the impect on timing of tracing and breakpointing tools themselves) as well as heuristics that appear to
operate over all resource (e.g., run easy tests first).

The researchers also considered the character of the bugs experts discussed. Contrary to our
expectations, the most salient bags to experts were not the sort of subtle semantic programming errors (e.g., a
stray semicolon or missing default case) catalogued in the few texts on debugging, but larger-scale design flaws
(e.g., omission of program logic or poorly sequenced actions). The focus of the course was altered accordingly.

Finally, the analysis phase served as an occasion to identify persuasive and coherent stories that were
eventually used in the debugging course.
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Flanagan (1954) recommends a highly structured approach to CIT analysis. Its steps are to develop
categories of behavior, validate them, select behaviors to categorize, and categorize them. The researchers of the
current project followed this method insofar as they employed psychologically validated strategies as categories
and intentionally classified debugging behaviors at a high level.

Data Validation

Data validation was conducted by a panel of eight expe-4 chosen from among the subjects. During a
day-long session, the experts reviewed and refined general findings derived from the debugging stories described
in interviews.

In preparation for the panel session, the team circulated among the experts a summary of the findings,
and a questionnaire that listed major debugging strategies (e.g., forward and backward chaining) and techniques
(e.g., breakoointing, use of truth tables) mentioned in the interviews or the literature. Experts indicated how often
they used each method, how critical it was, and how effective. The responses (when weighted and summed)
produced a ranked list of debugging techniques. The panel opened with a round-robin discussion of the highest
rated of these methods, tiler n moved on to discussions of broader skills and strategies.

The panel session was productive in several respects, and is recommended as a validation phase in CDM
studies of expert behavior.

First and foremost, the panel clarified and approved the team'r: findings. For example, expert debugging
is a less linear process than was implied in most of the individual interviews, in which time pressures or the
linear character of the timeline may have biased the data. An illustration is the expert habit of frequently pausing
between detailed tests to reexamine a problem at the highot level. In addition, the panel session highlighted the
importance of emotional cues that received scant attention in the analysis phase. For example, several experts
described the sense of incipient thrashing that signals them to seek out other experts for advice.

Gathering experts from many sites into a single room helped to resolve questions about the use of
strategies across environments. For example, the interviews suggested that only a few sites had discovered the
debugging heuristic, "Run easy tests first." The panel session revealed that no tests are easy in environments with
highly complex systems or where laboratory time is scarce and laboratory tests involve difficult set-up of
equipment. The rule is known in such environments, however.

Second, the panel ses3ion produced new technical tips and anecdotes, as well as videotaped testimonials
concerning the importance of skills critical to expertise (e.g., interviewing techniques), but not valued by
non-experts.

A third benefit of the panel session was that the experts' conversations set a standard for the level of
technical terminology that the authors co, Id reasonably expect students to grasp. Experts' comments ir the panel
were generally far less technical and thus suited to a broader audience than their language in on-site
interviews concerning specific system failures.

Finally, the experts endorsed the course developers' strategy of teaching non-expert debuggers high-level
strategies, rather than language- or system-specific !Ticks.

Thus, expert review of CDM findings can refine and validate findings, produce new data, set standards
for the language to be used in training materials, ; nd validate strategies for the use of data. It should be noted
that reviews should, ideally, be conducted by experts who have not participated in interviews. In this case,
however, the interviews had so involved the expert subject that every one agreed to attend the review at the
expense of his own department. Given a limited budget and the perceived objectivity of the experts involved, the
compromise seemed acceptable.
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Benefits of the CDM

Experts' support of the research findings suggests that the Critical Decision Method elicited valid data.
There are several reasons one would expect the CDM to do so.

Episodic memory, from which expert stories arise, has proven to be Wgh ly reliable and valid (Tulving,
1972; Bower, Black, and Turner, 1979). Evidence that memory is hierarchically structured (Kintsch et al., 1975;
Thorndyke, 1977; Chase and Ericsson, 1981) suggests that criticr.I incidents wtthin a story should be recalled
accurately. Ericsson and Simon (1980) caution that subjects may not accurately recall the details of a single
instance of an often-repeated task. However, the CDM does not elicit routine incidents.

Ericsson and Simon (1980) have reported that verbal protocols should exhibit high validity when
intermediate cognitive processing is excluded. The CDM largely conthols two of the three intermediate processes
cited by Ericsson and Simon; it handles the third moderately well.

* Editing Editorial filtering is minimized because each subject is asked to report everything he or she
recalls concerning a single event. The timeline provides an additional signal of and a check against
editing, as discussed below. Edgerton and Langness (1978) have introduced another check by eliciting
descriptions of each event from several participants. However, the salience of the incident and its details
may vary by subject. Thus, the reliability of reports may be poor across experts. It is interesting to note
that subjects in the debugging study did not seem to edit their stories at the highest level. Specifical'7,
they did not appear biased towards selecting success stories. The interviews elicited a number of
incidents in which the expert failed to learn the root cause of the problem, and resolved it by building
safeguards against its symptoms.

* Inferencing Ericsson and Simon (1980) warn that Interpretive probing, unlike the critical ir cident
technique, cannot be relied on to produce data stemming directly from the subjects' actual sequences of
thought processes.* (pg. 221). For example, asking a subject why she took some action produces less
reliable data than asking what actions she took. CDM subjects are asked to report what they observed or
concluded during a single incident, not their assessments of events nor generalizations across incidents.
Thus, inferential and generative errors should be minimized. oubjects in the debugging study used
generalization (e.g., 1 do this whenever I see symptoms like that.") principally as a last resort, to explain
decision-making at the recognitional level.

* Intermediate recoding Information that is not stored verbally may not be verbalized accurately,
according to Ericsson and Simon (1980). Subjects of the CDM are invited not only to speak, but to draw
pictures to describe parts of the task that are best represented visually. By interviewing subjects on the
job site, the Cot," interviewer allows the subject to use tools and other media to convey concepts that are
difficult to verbalize or draw. Videotaping is especially important for analysis of such material because it
captures visual, aural, and concurrent events more accurately than can a researcher's written hates.

Does forgetting bias CDM reports? The effect seems to be minimal. Crandall (1989) reports that the
CDM proved as evocative as think-aloud protocols in terms of the number of plans and actions, and the
specificity of goals elicited. Similarly, Flanagan (1954) asserts, on the basis of numerous CT studies, that reports
of salient historical events are reasonably complete. Ericsson and Simon (1980) declined to address the accuracy
of retrieval from long-term memory, though they warn that the accuracy of retrospective reports may suffer from
forgetting or compilation that obscures details. While forgetting almor* certainly affects CDM reports to scale
extent, the use of the timeline signals memory or reporting problems to the interviewer. Unoccupied slots on the
timeline point the interviewer toward unreported events. Overlapping events in a time slot may indicate
inaccurate recall. Both conditions mark the need for intensive questioning. Finally, using the timeline to
represent the problem in it totality seems to help subjec., recall details.

The CDM has other benefits, in addition to the validity of the reports it elicits.
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Like unstructured interviews, the CDM allows subjects to define the domain and the nature of the
expertise they exercise over it. For example, the results of this debugging study challenged assumptions common
in psychological experiments in this field.

Each of thirty incidents involved social interaction. In laboratory experiments debuggers almost always
work alone.

Most incidents involved the use c system tools or documentation. Few experimental situations do so.
(Gould, 1975, is an exception).

The experts in the current study had as much as twenty years of professional experience (not counting
graduate education). Most studies employ seniors or graduate students f con computer science
departments as experts.

The code discussed by debugging experts ranged in size from ten lines (previously selected by
colleagues from within a massive system) to hundreds of thousands of lines. Laboratory experiments
uniformly have employed code that is SOO lines or shorter (rarely more than 250 lines), and written
languages that promote a less dense programming style than C, the one discussed by many of the experts
interviewed in the current project.

The debugging experts used information concerning the run-time and tcsting hardware as well as the
reliability of code authors and users. This information has not been provided subjects in laboratory
experiments, to our knowledge.

As expeled of a clinical interview, the CDM facilitates decomposition of expert stories into skills, such as
how experts rank search paths during backwards analysis.

The CDM may elicit fairly reliable reports. In the instance in which a subject repeated two stories at a
second interview session, the reports were consistent.

The CDM elicits eloquent reports, even from professionals whose principle claim is technological
knowledge, not interpersonal communication skill. The story-telling method seems to generate enthusiasm, as
indicated by the general tenor of the interviews and, more concretely, by the willingness of experts to attend the
distant, final panel session at their own expense.

Finally, the CDM is economical. Interviews take as little as two hours each. Videotapes ef interviews
serve both as data and as course materials.

Disadvantages

The CDM does have several shortcomings.

Flanagan (1954) points out the difficulty e developing a classification scheme for observed behaviors.
He advises only that the scheme reflect the application of the findings. Thus, research intended to facilitate
personnel selection might categorize behaviors in terms of personality traits. In the current project, targeted
towards training, behaviors were categorized by strategy, resources used, and heuristics regarding resource
selection and use.

Cross-site differences are difficult to analyze, though judicious sampling can ensure that they are at least
evident. As mentioned previously, the rule "run cheap tests first- was not employed in some environments. Only
panel session interactions explained why.
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Recall of details may not be accurate. Low-level discrepancies (e.g., the number of programming
variables) were found between subject recall and program code in the one instance which was investigated in
detail. Those discrepancies did not, however, invalidate significant aspects of the expert's recall.

The CDM is difficult to use with people who have a general and theoretical knowledge of a domain, but
little direct experience. These people simply don't have stories to tell. This was not the case in the debugging
study. "Hands-off experts can contribute rules and declarative knowledge that, it valid, is best elicited using
other methods.

The CDM elicits the critical fringe of challenges the ones that challenge experts. It does not elicit
information about common problems, except insofar as they are components of the rarer incidents. The resea. ch
sponsor must determine at the outset whether there is a greater marginal return for facilitating the solution of
common problems or the uncommon ones that the CDM elicits.

Finally the CDM does not identify the optimal intervention. Thus, it can provide materials for training,
but no direction concerning their comparative value, nor concerning the organization or medium that best
represents them.

Summary

The Critical Decision Method is an economical and productive method of structured interview. It is
particularly appropriate for exploratory investigations of expertise in complex domains. There is evidence
(Crandall, 1989) that CDM interviews produce valid and reliable reports of problem-solving incidents, and there is
a solid theoretical foundation for such a claim (Ericsson and Simon, 1980). This study did not test these claims,
however. The CDM facilitates decompilation of expert skills. It aids identification of critical knowledge and
resources, as well as heuristics for their selection and use. In addition, the method produces stories that can enrich
training materials by virtue of their content, their episodic format, and the respect that students attribute to the
expert sources.

We hope that other researchers will explore the method. Quantitative tests of the CDM would be
particularly useful. However, application of the method to a broader range of domains will almost certainly
reward both researchers in those domains and those who wish to refine knowledge elicitation techniques such as
the Critical Decision Method.
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